
BLUE RAIDERS SPORT REPORT WEEK OF MAR 29 TO APR 3 

BY LARRY ETTER  

In a light week leading up to the Easter break there was just one varsity game 

played, a baseball game against Lancaster Catholic on Monday, March 29.  One 

other game for the Blue Raiders was postponed along with a varsity softball game 

for the girls.   

In the lone action of the week the Blue Raiders baseball team hosted the Crusaders 

from Lancaster Catholic and came away with a 0-8 loss at the hands of the 

Lancaster-Lebanon League squad.  Middletown batters simply could not solve the 

ace pitching of L.C. starter Josh Beck who struck out 13 batters while giving up no 

hits in the win.   

Beck did issue four walks and hit a batter in his full six innings of work on the 

mound before giving way to reliever Colby Lopatic with a runner on base and no 

outs to start the bottom of the seventh. Lopatic completed the no-hitter by inducing 

a pop out and two strikeouts after issuing a walk that put two Middletown runners 

on base in the home half of the inning. But both were left stranded and the visitors 

waked away with the 8-0 shutout.   

Middletown starting pitcher Mike Tuffy took the loss, going four innings, leaving 

with his team trailing 0-4 heading into the fifth. The Lancaster Catholic lead was 

keyed by a 3-run homer by Brandon Wingenroth with one out in the top of the 

opening frame. The Blue Raiders went down in order in the bottom of the first and, 

after the Crusaders added another run in the top of the second, the home team 

threatened to score in the bottom. Tim Wagner walked with one out and Tyson 

Leach also drew a base on balls with two down before Beck ended the threat with 

his fifth strikeout.   

Strikeouts 6, 7 and 8 by Beck sat down the Raiders in order in the bottom of the 

third. Tuffy got out of trouble in the top of the fourth after issuing a walk and 

yielding a bloop single with one out. A pop out kept the Crusaders from scoring 

and the inning ended when runner Neal Zimmerman was caught trying to steal 

third. But, again, Beck sat down the Raiders in order in the bottom of the inning.   

The Crusaders scored another run in the top of the fifth off new Middletown 

pitcher Cam Wegert on a fielder’s choice grounder that made it a 5-0 score. Yet 

another 1-2-3 inning by Beck further frustrated the Middletown offense. Wegert 

sat down all three batters he faced in the top of the sixth on a pair of groundouts 



and a strikeout. In the home half Wegert was hit by a pitch with one out and made 

it to second on an errant pickoff throw. But Beck still had his good stuff and ended 

the threat with his 12th and 13th strikeouts.   

A.J. Stains took the hill for the Blue Raiders in the top of the seventh and was hurt 

by a leadoff walk, an error and a sacrifice fly that produced two more runs for the 

visitors. A pair of singles and a walk loaded the bases with Crusaders and 

Zimmerman’s RBI single drove in run number 8 for Lancaster Catholic.  

Gavin Hickoff’s leadoff walk to start the bottom of the seventh ended Beck’s time 

on the mound and Lopatic took over. Wagner greeted the reliever by drawing a 

base on balls to put the first two runners on base. But Lopatic got pinch hitter 

Caden Sweeney on a fly out to shallow right field and struck out Leach and Stains 

to end it. 


